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Abstract

Air quality prediction plays an important role in the management of our environment. Computational power and effi-
ciencies have advanced to the point where chemical transport models can predict pollution in an urban air shed with spatial
resolution less than a kilometer, and cover the globe with a horizontal resolution of less than 50 km. Predicting air quality
remains a challenge due to the complexity of the governing processes and the strong coupling across scales. While air qual-
ity prediction is closely aligned with weather prediction, there are important differences, including the role of pollution
emissions and their associated large uncertainties. Improvements in air quality prediction require a close integration of
observations. As more atmospheric chemical observations become available chemical data assimilation is expected to play
an essential role in air quality forecasting. In this paper advances in air quality forecasting are discussed with an emphasis
on data assimilation. Applications of the four-dimensional variational method (4D-Var) and the ensemble Kalman filter
(EnKF) approach are presented and the computation challenges are discussed.
� 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Predicting air quality is of growing importance to society. The chemical composition of the atmosphere has
been (and is being) significantly perturbed by emissions of trace gases and aerosols associated with a variety of
anthropogenic activities. This changing of the chemical composition of the atmosphere has important impli-
cations for urban, regional and global air quality, and for climate change. In the US alone more than 450
counties with nearly 160 million inhabitants, are currently in some degree of non-attainment with respect
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to the 8-h National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) for ground-level ozone (80 ppbv). Because air
quality problems relate to immediate human welfare, their study has traditionally been driven by the need for
information to guide policy.

Chemical transport models (CTMs) have become an essential tool for providing science-based input into
best alternatives for reducing urban pollution levels, for designing cost-effective emission control strategies,
for the interpretation of observational data, and for assessments into how we have altered the chemistry of
the global environment. The use of CTMs to produce air quality forecasts has become a new application area,
providing important information to the public, decision makers and researchers. Currently hundreds of cities
world-wide are providing real time air quality forecasts. In addition, national weather services throughout the
world are broadening their traditional role of mesoscale weather prediction to also include prediction of other
environmental phenomena (e.g. plumes from biomass burning, volcanic eruptions dust storms, and urban air
pollution) that could potentially affect the health and welfare of their inhabitants. For example, the US
National Weather Service (NWS) has recently started to provide mesoscale numerical model forecast guidance
for short-term air quality predictions, beginning with next-day ozone (O3) forecasts for the northeastern, and
plans to expand this air quality capability over the next ten years to include the entire US, to lengthen the
forecast period to 3-days, and to add fine particulate matter (PM2.5) to the forecasts.

The use of CTMs in chemical weather (in this paper we will use the terms chemical weather and air quality
interchangeably) forecasting applications in support of field experiments is another important application,
which began with stratospheric experiments in the 1990s [82,29,108]. CTMs have now become an integral part
of large field experiments; see [79] and references therein for an excellent summary of CTMs used in chemical
weather forecasting activities associated with several recent field experiments.

Over the last decade our ability to predict air quality has improved due to significant advancements in our
ability to measure and model atmospheric chemistry, transport and removal processes. We are now able to
measure at surface sites and on mobile platforms (such as vans, ships and aircraft), with fast response times
and wide dynamic range, many of the important primary and secondary atmospheric trace gases and aerosols
(e.g. carbon monoxide, ozone, sulfur dioxide, black carbon, etc.), and many of the critical photochemical oxi-
dizing agents (such as the OH and HO2 radicals). Not only is our ability to characterize a fixed atmospheric
point in space and time expanding, but the spatial coverage is also expanding through growing capabilities to
measure atmospheric constituents remotely using sensors mounted at the surface and on satellites. From the
modeling perspective, CTMs have advanced to the point where they now follow scores of chemical species,
interacting through chemical mechanisms involving hundreds of chemical reactions. In addition, the transport
aspects of CTMs are now run in close interaction with dynamic meteorological models. Computational power
and efficiencies have advanced to the point where CTMs can simulate pollution distributions in an urban air
shed with spatial resolution of less than a kilometer, and can cover the entire globe with horizontal grid spac-
ing of less than 50–100 km.

While significant advances in CTMs have taken place, predicting air quality remains a challenging problem
due to the complex processes occurring at widely different scales and by their strong coupling across scales.
Fig. 1 illustrates some of the complexities in air quality predictions. Models have been developed for the sim-
ulation of these processes at each scale (right). These models have to balance fidelity (i.e. the accuracy of the
description of the physical and chemical processes) and computational cost. Very detailed zero-dimensional
(‘‘box’’) models incorporate high fidelity descriptions of the chemistry, aerosol and atmospheric dynamics,
and thermodynamics. For larger areas, models incorporate more processes and employ more grid points;
but for computational feasibility the spatial and temporal resolution is decreased, and the fidelity of each com-
ponent is reduced.

Air quality predictions have large uncertainties associated with: incomplete and/or inaccurate emissions
information; lack of key measurements to impose initial and boundary conditions; missing science elements;
and poorly parameterized processes. Improvements in the predictive capabilities of CTMs require them to be
better constrained through the use of observational data. Borrowing lessons learned from the evolution of
numerical weather prediction (NWP) models, improving air quality predictions through the assimilation of
chemical data holds significant promise. In this paper we present current activities focused on improving
the prediction capabilities of CTMs through the use of advanced methods. Specifically we focus on techniques
to integrate models with measurements.
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2. Mathematical framework

An atmospheric CTM solves for the mass balance equations for concentrations yi of tracer species
1 6 i 6 n. The tracer species can be in gas, liquid, or particulate phases, and their concentrations are contin-
uously changed by multiple physical and chemical processes

oyi

ot
¼ �~u � ryi þ

1

q
r � ðqKryiÞ þ

1

q
fiðqyÞ þ Ei; 1 6 i 6 n; t0

6 t 6 tF

yiðt0; xÞ ¼ y0
i ðxÞ;

yiðt; xÞ ¼ yIN
i ðt; xÞ on CIN;

Knn
oyi

on
¼ 0 on COUT;

Knn
oyi

on
¼ V DEP

i yi � Qi on CGROUND

ð1Þ

Here~u represents the wind velocity vector, K is the turbulent diffusion tensor, and q is the air density. These
variables are typically prescribed from simulations with a numerical weather prediction model. The concen-

Fig. 1. Information feedback loops between models and observations as they relate to predicting air quality. Complex CTMs incorporate
chemical, aerosol, radiation modules, and use information from meteorological simulations (e.g. wind and temperature fields, turbulent
diffusion parameterizations) and from emission inventories to produce chemical weather forecast. Yellow arrows represent the data flow
for predictions using the first principles. Another source of information for concentrations of pollutants in the atmosphere is the
observations. Data assimilation combines these two sources of information to produce an optimal analysis state of the atmosphere,
consistent with both the physical/chemical laws of evolution through the model (first principles) and with reality through measurement
information. Pink arrows illustrate the data flow for dynamic feedback and control loop from measurements/data assimilation to
simulation. Targeted observations locate the observations in space and time such that the uncertainty in predictions is minimized.
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trations yi are expressed as a mole fraction (e.g. the number of molecules of tracer per 1 billion molecules of
air); the absolute concentration of tracer i is qyi (molecules/cm3). fi is the rate of transformations of species i

and depends on all other concentrations at the same spatial location. Such local transformations are deter-
mined by gas and liquid phase chemical kinetics, by inter-phase mass transfer, by aerosol dynamic processes
(coagulation and growth), by thermodynamic processes, etc. The elevated emissions of species i are Ei and the
ground level emissions are Qi. The deposition velocity is V DEP

i . The model has prescribed initial conditions y0
i

and is subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions at the inflow (lateral and top) boundary CIN, to no diffusive
flow condition at the outflow (lateral and top) boundary COUT, and to Neumann boundary conditions at the
ground level boundary CGROUND.

The numerical solution to (1) can be represented by

yk ¼ Mðtk�1; yk�1; pÞ; y0 ¼ yðt0Þ; k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ð2Þ
In (2), the solution yk is the discrete state vector containing the dependent variables at time tk (e.g. concentra-
tions of chemical species), p is the vector of model parameters (e.g. the emission rates, deposition velocities,
boundary fluxes), and M is the discrete model solution operator. Computational issues will be discussed later
in Section 7.

3. Air quality forecasting

Air quality forecasts built upon CTM predictions (in contrast to other techniques such as statistical meth-
ods) contain components related to emissions, transport, transformation and removal processes as described
by (1). Since the four-dimensional distribution of pollutants in the atmosphere is heavily influenced by the pre-
vailing meteorological conditions, air quality models are closely aligned with weather prediction. Air quality
forecast models are driven by meteorological models (global and/or mesoscale), and this coupling is done in
off-line or on-line modes, referring to whether the air quality constituents are calculated within the meteoro-
logical model itself (on-line, e.g. WRF/Chem [58]) or calculated in a separate model, which accepts the mete-
orological fields as inputs (off-line).

Air quality forecasting differs in important ways from the problem of weather forecasting. One important
difference is that weather prediction is typically focused on severe, adverse weather conditions (e.g. storms),
while the meteorology of adverse air quality conditions frequently is associated with benign weather. Bound-
ary-layer structure and wind direction are perhaps the two most poorly determined meteorological variables
for air quality prediction. Meteorological observations are critical to effectively predict air quality, yet mete-
orological observing systems are typically designed to support prediction of severe weather and not the sub-
tleties of adverse air quality. Research needs associated with the meteorological elements of air quality
prediction have recently been assessed [36].

Air quality predictions also differ from weather forecasting due to the additional processes associated with
emissions, chemical transformations, and removal. Because many important pollutants (e.g. ozone and fine
particulate sulfate) are secondary in nature (i.e. formed via chemical reactions in the atmosphere), air quality
models must include a rich description of the photochemical oxidant cycle. A schematic of the chemistry of the
atmosphere represented in air quality predictions is shown in Fig. 2. A long standing challenge in air quality
prediction is to select a chemical mechanism that captures the proper balance between chemical complexity
and computational efficiency. Explicit mechanisms such as the Leeds Master Chemical Mechanism [71] treat
large numbers of species and reactions, but such explicit treatments are computationally expensive. The devel-
opment of reduced mechanisms remains an active area of laboratory and computational research [23,125,89].
Contemporary air quality models typically include hundreds of chemical variables (including gas phase con-
stituents and aerosol species distributed by composition and size). The resulting system of equations is stiff and
highly coupled, which greatly adds to the computational burden of air quality forecasting.

It is also important to note that the chemical and removal processes are highly coupled to meteorology vari-
ables (e.g. temperature and water vapor), as are many of the emission terms; directly in the case of wind blown
soils whose emission rates correlate with surface winds and evaporative emissions that correlate with temper-
ature, and indirectly in the case of those associated with heating and cooling demand that responds to ambient
temperatures.
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The capabilities of current CTMs used in air quality forecasting are illustrated using results from the STEM
model application during the NASA TRACE-P (Tropospheric Atmospheric Chemistry Pacific Experiment
[70]) study [22]. The model results are compared to the 5-min merged data set for observations taken on-board
the DC-8 aircraft. The model was sampled every five minutes along each flight-track for the period when the
aircrafts were operating in the western Pacific (4 March to 2 April 2001). Model results were interpolated to
the aircraft location and time (using tri-linear and linear interpolation). The correlation coefficients for a vari-
ety of meteorological and chemical variables are plotted in Fig. 3. As we discuss these predictions it is impor-
tant to keep in mind the issue of how to judge these results. What are (or should be) our expectations of the
capabilities to predict ambient levels of trace species in a given region? It can be argued that our capability to
predict ambient trace species should be less than that for the meteorological parameters, given that the trace
gas species distributions depend on the meteorological fields themselves and also on the emission estimates,

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of some of the important chemical processes, key species, and their couplings that are included in chemical
weather forecasting models.

Fig. 3. Correlation coefficients between observed and modeled meteorological and chemical species for the <1 km, 1–3 km, and >3 km
altitude bins using the DC-8 aircraft data.
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which themselves are highly uncertain. Further complicating our ability to predict trace species is the nonlin-
earity and species interdependencies introduced by the photochemical oxidant cycle. As shown in Fig. 3 the
meteorological parameters are modeled most accurately. The better skill in predicting these meteorological
variables reflects the large amount of observational data ingested into the analysis of the large-scale meteoro-
logical fields. However, even with this large amount of assimilated information, the differences between the
mean observed and modeled water vapor concentrations away from the surface remain significant (i.e. 30–
40% above 3 km). The correlation coefficients for the trace species are lower than those for the meteorological
parameters.

In general the predictive skill for the chemical species decreases with distance above the surface, reflecting
the increased uncertainty associated with vertical transport processes. An inter-comparison of four global
scale and three regional scale chemical transport models using TRACE-P CO observations found substantial
differences in spatial distributions and column amounts due to meteorological processes [74]. Model differ-
ences in treatment of planetary boundary layer dynamics, vertical convection and lifting in frontal zones, were
found to result in differences in modeled column amounts along specific flight paths of a factor of 2.

Currently most air quality forecasts are based on limited area models in order to achieve the requisite tem-
poral and spatial representation. For such applications an additional source of uncertainty is the boundary
conditions. One current approach to improving air quality forecasts is to drive the limited area forecasts with
boundary conditions (BCs) provided by global chemical weather forecasts. The sensitivity of the predictions of
a limited area model to various treatments of the boundary conditions is available in [121], where it is shown
that the temporal and spatial variability introduced via the global models generally improved model predic-
tions. However the global CTM predictions are also a source of uncertainty. For example, ozone predictions
using BCs from three different global model were shown to vary by more than 20%. Reducing the uncertainty
in the BCs provided by global CTMs is a critical step toward improving air quality predictions.

4. Sensitivity and uncertainty analysis

An essential element to advance the predictive skill of air quality forecasts is to improve the forward model
(i.e. the underlying CTM). Sensitivity analysis of the CTM can help: (i) identify sensitive regions where uncer-
tainty in the model parameters can lead to large errors in the predictions; (ii) explore important feedback pro-
cesses; and (iii) guide improvements in the prediction skills in air quality forecasts. Here we discuss some
current approaches to sensitivity analysis.

Sensitivity analysis is a formal methodology to assess the rate of change of the solution of the model when
small perturbations are made to model parameters (including initial values, boundary conditions and emis-
sions) [20]. The rate of change of the solution with respect to the ith model parameter (i.e. the sensitivity of
the solution with respect to the ith parameter) is denoted by

SiðtÞ ¼
oyðtÞ
opi

; Sk
i ¼

oyk

opi

ð3Þ

When the model solution and model parameters have different magnitudes, or different units, it is advanta-
geous to consider scaled sensitivity coefficients

bSiðtÞ ¼
oyðtÞ
opi

� pi

yðtÞ ð4Þ

4.1. Direct sensitivity analysis: a source-oriented approach

The sensitivities of the model solution evolve in time according to the linearized model dynamics

Sk
i ¼

oM
oy
ðyk�1; pÞSk�1

i þ oM
opi

ðyk�1; pÞ; S0
i ¼

oy0

opi

; 1 6 k 6 F ð5Þ

Here M is the operator that advances y, i.e. yk = M(yk�1,p), and F is the number of time steps. The direct
sensitivity analysis approach solves for the model together with the sensitivity equation, and advances both
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forward in time. Note that there are as many sensitivity equations to solve as there are parameters, 1 6 i 6 m.
Computational savings are possible by reusing the same linear algebra factorizations in the forward model and
in all the sensitivity equations (the direct decoupled method for sensitivity analysis) [45],

Sk
i ¼

oM
oy
ðyk�1Þ � Sk�1

i ; S0
i ¼

oy0

oy0
i

¼ ei; 0 6 k 6 F ð6Þ

where ei is a vector with all entries equal to zero, except for entry I, which is equal to 1. The source-oriented
sensitivity analysis approach is illustrated in Fig. 4(a), where an initial perturbation at a source location i is
propagated throughout the modeling domain at future times.

Consequently, the direct sensitivity analysis approach is effective when the changes in all concentration lev-
els across all grid points with respect to changes in few model parameters are needed. Direct sensitivity anal-
ysis is effective to compute the effect of changing few sources onto the entire concentration field.

4.2. Adjoint sensitivity analysis: a receptor-oriented approach

In many instances one is interested to assess the sensitivities of a cost function defined on the concentration
field at the final time

Given WðyFðpÞÞ 2 R evaluate rpW ¼
oW
op

� �T

¼

oW
op1

..

.

oW
opm

2
6664

3
7775 2 Rm ð7Þ

The simplest example of a cost function is the concentration of a given species (e.g. ozone) at a given ‘‘recep-
tor’’ location at the end of the simulation interval: W(yF) = yj(t

F). This is illustrated in Fig. 4(b): the value of
the cost function at the receptor time and location is influenced by changes in concentrations, emissions, etc. at
earlier times throughout the modeling domain.

Formally if we denote by kk the adjoint variables and impose that they satisfy the following adjoint
equations:

kF ¼ oWðyFÞ
oyk

� �T

;

kk�1 ¼ oyk

oyk�1

� �T

kk ¼ oMðp; yk�1Þ
oy

� �T

kk; 1 6 k 6 F

ð8Þ

then the adjoint variables are the gradients of the cost function with respect to changes in the state at earlier
times

Fig. 4. (a) Direct sensitivity analysis is a source-oriented approach: the perturbation from one source is evolved and is followed by many
receptors. (b) Adjoint sensitivity analysis is a receptor-oriented approach: perturbations from many sources are evolved simultaneously,
and their effect is measured at one receptor.
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kk ¼ oWðyFÞ
oyk

� �T

¼ ryk WðyFÞ ð9Þ

For the general situation the sensitivity of the cost function with respect to model parameters is obtained by a
single integration of the adjoint model backward in time, via the relation

rpi
W ¼ oy0

opi

� �T

þ
XF

k¼1

oM
opi

ðp; yk�1Þ
� �T

kk; 1 6 i 6 m ð10Þ

Note that the same adjoint variables are used to obtain the sensitivities with respect to all parameters; thus a
single backward integration of the adjoint model is sufficient. Mathematical foundations of the adjoint sensi-
tivity for nonlinear dynamical systems and various classes of response functionals are presented in [18–20,92].

4.3. Continuous adjoint models vs. discrete adjoint models

As explained above, the adjoint model (8) was obtained from the mass balance equations (1) by first dis-
cretizing them (2), then taking the adjoint of the tangent linear form of the discretization (applying a linear-
ization and the transposed chain rule). For this reason the model (8) is called the ‘‘discrete adjoint model’’ and
is obtained by a ‘‘discretize then linearize and transpose’’ approach. The adjoint variables kk of (8) represent
the sensitivities of the discrete cost function (7) with respect to the numerical solution yk.

In a more general functional-analytic framework [114] the sensitivities of a cost functional defined on the
solution of the continuous mass balance equations (1) can be analyzed. It can be shown that the sensitivities of
the cost functional with respect to the continuous solution (at time t and location x), i.e.

kiðt; xÞ ¼
oW

oyðt; xÞ ð11Þ

are the solutions of the following continuous adjoint PDE:

oki

ot
¼ �r � ð~ukiÞ � r � qK � r ki

q

� �
� ðJ TðqyÞ � kÞi � /i

kiðtF; xÞ ¼ kF
i ðxÞ; tF P t P t0

kiðt; xÞ ¼ 0 on CIN

unki þ qKnn
oðki=qÞ

on
¼ 0 on COUT

qKnn
oðki=qÞ

on
¼ V DEP

i ki on CGROUND

ð12Þ

The continuous adjoint PDE is solved backward in time from tF down to t0. Here J(y) = of(y)/oy is the Jaco-
bian of the chemical equation rates. The forcing functions /i depend on the particular form of the cost func-
tional W. Note that the formulation of the continuous adjoint PDE is based on the concentrations, i.e. on the
solution of the forward model PDE (1). Therefore the model (1) needs to be solved first, and its solution stored
for all concentrations, times, and locations.

4.4. Adjoint sensitivity analysis results

The adjoint variables are also called influence functions, and their distributions in the three-dimensional
computation domain, which are available at any instant, provide the essential information for the sensitivity
analysis [37,24,113].

For instance, isosurfaces of the ith adjoint variable (ki(t,x) = constant) delineating ‘‘instantaneous areas of
influence’’ may be used to identify locations where perturbations in the concentration of the ith chemical spe-
cies at time t will produce significant changes in the response function, e.g. the observed ozone level at the
receptor site and time. Time integrals of the adjoint variables over the time period of interest
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XF

k¼0

kk ð13Þ

define ‘‘integrated areas of influence’’, i.e. regions where the cumulative effect of concentration changes of the
ith species over the interval of interest will affect the target most.

This offers a powerful method to characterize source–receptor relationships. These areas of influence can-
not be computed based solely on inverting meteorological fields, due to the influence of turbulent diffusion and
complicated chemical reactions.

To illustrate how this information can be used adjoint sensitivity analysis results for a cost function that mea-
sures ground level ozone concentration in the Dallas-Fort-Worth (DFW) receptor area using the STEM model
[22] are presented in Fig. 5. In order to understand the influence of the meteorological conditions on the adjoint,
the adjoint sensitivities of a passive tracer (no chemical reaction or removal) are also presented. Simulations are
carried out for a 36-h interval starting at 9:00 EDT July 1st 2004. The scaled adjoint sensitivities of DFW ozone
with respect to earlier concentrations of O3, NO2, and HCHO are presented. Specifically, we present the ‘‘inte-
grated areas of influence’’, i.e. the time integrals of scaled adjoint sensitivities of DFW ozone. For the tracer
calculations the integrated areas of influence for the adjoint sensitivity (without scaling) are shown. The results
for the tracer show the maximum influence near the receptor, with structure along the back-trajectory, and
spread due to atmospheric dispersion processes. The results for the sensitivities with respect to NO2 and O3

show the role of atmospheric chemistry. For these simulation conditions the region of maximum influence
of ozone on DFW ozone is found over the southeast tip of Texas. As this air mass is transported during the
next 36 hours to DFW the ozone levels are dominated by chemical and removal processes. The sensitivities with
respect to NO2 show the role of chemical processes. The photo-dissociation of NO2 during the day results in
ozone formation. NO2 values near the surface are influenced by direct emissions and by the nighttime reaction
of O3 + NO! NO2 + O2, which increases NO2. The net effect of these processes is that the influence of NO2

Fig. 5. (a) Tracer; (b) HCHO; (c) NO2; (d) O3. Time-integrated areas of influence of various species on the Dallas-Fort-Worth O3

concentration at 9 pm July 2, 2004.
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varies appreciably with distance away from DFW. Formaldehyde shows a different behavior with both positive
and negative values, reflecting its nonlinear influence on ambient ozone levels.

4.5. Uncertainty via adjoints

The adjoint sensitivities can also be used to quantify the uncertainty in the response due to uncertainties in
the model input [20]. In many practical instances, the true parameter values p* are not known (e.g. emission
rates) and the response calculations W(p) are performed for some nominal parameter values p characterized by
uncertainties dp = p � p*. The uncertainty in the response functional may be estimated using a truncated Tay-
lor series

dW ¼ WðpÞ �Wðp�Þ � rpWðpÞ � dp � 1

2
dp � r2

pWðpÞ � dp ð14Þ

First-order derivatives are provided by the adjoint model. The second-order derivative information may be
obtained without explicit computation of the Hessian since the Hessian vector products may be evaluated di-
rectly using a second-order adjoint model [80].

If the input parameters are viewed as random variables with expected values �p; p ¼ �p þ dp, the sensitivities
may be used to provide statistical information on the response as a function of input. Using a linear approx-
imation, the mean and the variance of the response are expressed as

W ¼ Wð�pÞ; VarðWÞ ¼ rpWð�pÞ � R � rpWð�pÞ ð15Þ
where R = Ædp,dpTæ is the covariance matrix of the parameters and $pW(p) is the sensitivity vector evaluated at
the nominal parameter values �p.

4.6. Singular vectors and maximal error growth

In order to understand the propagation of errors through the model it is also of interest to quantify the
directions (in state space) along which the errors undergo maximal growth when the model evolves from
the initial time t0 to the final time tF. Assuming that the growth of an initial perturbation dy0 to the final time
follows the tangent linear model, dyF = M 0dy0, and the perturbation at the initial time is measured using a
weight matrix C and at the final time using a weight matrix E, then the directions sk(t) along which the error
growth is maximized are the eigenvectors of the following generalized eigenvalue problem [15]:

r2 ¼ max
dy0

hdyF;EdyFi
hdy0;Cdy0i () M 0TEM 0sk ¼ r2

kCsk ð16Þ

Fig. 6. The O3 (left) and NO2 (right) sections of the dominant model singular vectors for a 24 h simulation of chemistry and transport over
Asia. The simulated conditions correspond to March 4, 2001. The error norm at the final time is focused on the ground level O3 and NO2

over China, Korea, and Japan (grey area).
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In [85] the computation of singular vectors for atmospheric chemical transport models was studied. The study
found that singular vectors are shaped by both the meteorology and chemistry. An example is given in Fig. 6,
where the uncertainty norm at the final time measures the O3 and NO2 ground level concentrations over Chi-
na, Korea, and Japan. The singular values decrease rapidly and a few modes (�40) are sufficient to capture
uncertainty in ground level concentrations over the grey area. The singular vectors depend on the chemical
interactions, as illustrated by the different shapes of the O3 and NO2 sections.

Singular vectors can be used to help select the ensemble members in an advanced data assimilation meth-
ods, and in the design of observing networks (as discussed in Sections 5.3 and 6.2.2).

5. Directions for better air quality forecasts

5.1. Ensemble forecasts

An important technique to deal with the underlying uncertainty in air quality modeling is to make forecasts
using ensembles of predictions. Ensemble techniques are commonly used to improve the forecast ability of
weather models [73]. The application of ensemble techniques to air quality forecasts is very recent
[43,101,91]. As part of a collective, informal model verification project within the ICARTT/NEAQS-2004
study, forecasts of several key meteorological, radiation, and gas-phase atmospheric constituents were gath-
ered in near real time (typically 4- to 10-h computational delay) from seven CTMs and used to evaluate fore-
cast skill for predicting surface ozone [94]. The major intent of this study was to critically examine the
usefulness of the ensemble forecast relative to its individual members, and to provide a reference for future
real-time air quality (AQ) ensemble forecasts. Each individual CTM showed better predictive skill than per-
sistence. However, the ensemble predictions based on the mean of the seven models was found to have signif-
icantly more temporal correlation to the observed daily maximum 1-hour average and maximum 8-hour
average O3 concentrations than any individual model. Illustrative results are shown in Fig. 7. Ensembles using
simple bias correction algorithms were also evaluated and found to improve the forecast skill [94,101,126].

5.2. Chemical data assimilation

For the predictive capabilities of CTMs to improve, they must be better constrained through the use of
observational data. The close integration of observational data is recognized as essential in weather/climate
analysis, and it is accomplished by a mature experience/infrastructure in data assimilation – the process by
which models use measurements to produce an optimal representation of the state of the atmosphere. This
is equally desirable in CTMs.

Fig. 7. Comparison of forecast skills for the summer of 2004. Shown are calculated correlation coefficients for predicted and observed
surface ozone (hourly) at the Air Now monitoring sites. (a) The forecasts of the STEM model; (b) forecasts skill using an eight member
ensemble.
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Data assimilation combines information from three different sources: the physical and chemical laws of
evolution (encapsulated in the model), the reality (as captured by the observations), and the current best esti-
mate of the distribution of pollutants in the atmosphere (all with associated errors). As more chemical obser-
vations in the troposphere are becoming available, chemical data assimilation is expected to play an essential
role in air quality forecasting, similar to the role it has in numerical weather prediction.

Advanced assimilation techniques fall within the general categories of variational (3D-Var, 4D-Var) and
Kalman filter-based methods, which have been developed in the framework of optimal estimation theory.
The variational data assimilation approach seeks to minimize a cost functional that measures the distance
from measurements and the ‘‘background’’ estimate of the true state. In the 3D-VAR method [87,81,120]
the observations are processed sequentially in time. The 4D-Var [35,46,48,49,56,106] generalizes this method
by considering observations that are distributed in time. These methods have been successfully applied in
meteorology and oceanography [99], but they are just beginning to be used in nonlinear atmospheric chemical
models [96,47,114,26]. Recently the principle of maximum entropy was employed in data assimilation using an
atmospheric tracer [12,13]. The method is equivalent to 4D-Var when the error distributions of both the source
prior estimates and observations are Gaussian. When chemical transformations and interactions are consid-
ered, the complexity of the implementation and the computational cost of the data assimilation are highly
increased. Some of the important challenges in chemical data assimilation include:

(1) memory shortage (�100 concentrations of various species at each grid points, check-pointing required);
(2) stiff differential equations (>200 various chemical reactions coupled together, lifetimes of different species

vary from seconds to months);
(3) chemical observations are limited, compared to meteorological data;
(4) emission inventories are often out-dated, and uncertainties are not well-quantified.

A discussion of current approaches follows.

5.2.1. Problem formulation

Consider the chemical transport model (1) discretized in time and space (2). Observations of quantities that
depend on system state are available at discrete times tk

yk
obs ¼ hðykÞ þ ek

obs � Hkyk þ ek
obs; ek

obs

� �
¼ 0; ðek

obsÞðek
obsÞ

T
D E

¼ Ok ð17Þ

where yk
obs 2 Rm is the observation vector at tk, h is the (model equivalent) observation operator and Hk is the

linearization of h about the solution yk. Each observation is corrupted by observational (measurement and
representativeness) errors ek

obs 2 Rm [28]. We denote by Æ Æ æ the ensemble average over the uncertainty space.
The observational error is usually considered to have a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and a known
covariance matrix Ok.

The aim of data assimilation is to find P ½yðtkÞjyk
obs � � � y0

obs�, the PDF of the true state at time tk conditioned
by all previous observations (including the most recent one). From Bayes’ rule

P ½yðtkÞjyk
obs � � � y0

obs� ¼
P ½yk

obsjyðtkÞ� � P ½yðtkÞjyk�1
obs � � � y0

obs�R
P ½yk

obsjy� � P ½yjyk�1
obs � � � y0

obs�dy
; ð18Þ

where P ½yk
obsjyðtkÞ� ¼ P ðek

obsÞ is the PDF of the latest observational error. P ½yðtkÞjyk�1
obs � � � y0

obs� is the ‘‘model fore-
cast PDF’’ (conditioned by all previous observations minus the most recent one) and P ½yðtkÞjyk

obs � � � y0
obs� is the

‘‘assimilated PDF’’.

5.2.2. Chemical data assimilation using 4D-Var

In the 4D-Var approach an optimal solution is sought by adjusting chosen parameters according to avail-
able measurements in the analysis time interval. Such parameters are often called control variables and they
may include initial concentrations, emission rates, concentrations and fluxes at domain boundaries, and other
physical or chemical parameters. The optimal solution of the control variables minimizes a cost functional
that is generally defined as
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W ¼ 1

2
½y0 � y0

b�
TB�1½y0 � y0

b� þ
1

2
½p � pb�

TP�1½p � pb� þ
1

2
½hðyÞ � yobs�

TO�1½hðyÞ � yobs� ð19Þ

where B, P, and O are error covariance matrices in discrete spaces for background initial values y0
b, parameters

pb, and observations yobs, respectively. h is a projection operator, used to calculate the observation vector
yobs(t) from the model state variables.

The optimal solution depends on the uncertainty of both observations and control variables, which are rep-
resented by the error covariance matrices, B, P, and O. As observational errors are often uncorrelated with
each other, O is typically assumed as a diagonal matrix. The complexity of P depends on the choices of control
parameters. The background error covariance matrix B is often correlated in space and between different spe-
cies. An accurate estimation of the background error covariance matrix is difficult to provide and, given its
huge dimensionality, simplifying approximations are required for the practical implementation. Information
on the error statistics may be obtained using differences between forecasts with different initialization time
(NMC method [104]) or ensemble methods based on a perturbed forecast-analysis system [55]. Recent
advances in modeling flow-dependent background error variances are discussed in [76]. An autoregressive
model was recently introduced to estimate flow-dependent background error covariance for chemical data
assimilation [31]. In applications, B is typically expressed as a product of sparse (or rectangular) matrices
B = LLT to reduce the computational burden [56,44,124]. The matrix L can be used as a preconditioner by
introducing a new control variable ĉ0 defined by Lĉ0 ¼ ðc0 � cbÞ. Recently, [25] applied Truncated Singular
Value Decomposition regularization (TSVD) to implement background error covariance matrix obtained
using NMC method.

As described earlier, gradients of the cost functional with respect to all control parameters are calculated
simultaneously through the adjoint model. With the gradients, the optimal solution can be found efficiently
by applying various minimization routines. Quasi-Newton limited memory L-BFGS [17] is used by most
4D-Var applications. Chai et al. [26] found that adding constraints to the admissible solution space through
L-BFGS-B [127] improved the optimization efficiency.

The data assimilation problem is then formulated as an optimization problem

min Wðp; y0Þ for p 2 P ADMISSIBLE; y0 2 Y ADMISSIBLE ð20Þ
The minimization process is computationally demanding, but can be efficiently implemented using adjoint
modeling to compute the gradients ry0W 2 Rn and rpW 2 Rm of the cost functional. To further improve
the optimization efficiency, it is possible to perform the minimization in a low-order control space and such
strategies were recently investigated in [39,38].

5.2.3. Results with 4D-Var chemical data assimilation

The effect of data assimilation on predicted surface ozone for Texas in July 2004 is shown in Figs. 8–11. In
this application surface ozone data (hourly values from 114 stations) from the AirNow network was used, and
the control variables were the initial concentrations of all chemical species. The simulation results for July 16,
2004 are compared against the measurements at selected stations in the Dallas Fort Worth area (S1, S2),
Houston area (S4, S5), and Austin area (S6, S7). The forward model predictions (without assimilation) cap-
ture the main observed features (e.g. high ozone levels around the major metropolitan regions of Texas) as
shown in Fig. 9. However as shown in Fig. 10 the forward model has a significant positive bias at low ozone
levels and a negative bias at high values. After assimilation, the ozone prediction skill increases significantly
and the biases are dramatically reduced. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of 4D-Var in better deter-
mining the analysis state. The effect on forecast skill is discussed later.

5.3. Chemical data assimilation using ensemble Kalman filters

5.3.1. Ensemble Kalman filters
The ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) approach to data assimilation has recently received considerable atten-

tion in meteorology. The Kalman filter [72,50,51] solves (18) under the assumptions that the model is linear,
and the model analysis state at previous time tk�1 is normally distributed with mean yk�1

a and covariance
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Fig. 8. The selected set of AirNow stations where results are presented.

Fig. 9. (a) Original model prediction; (b) model prediction after assimilation. Ground level ozone distribution in East Texas at 6 pm CST
July 16, 2004 (a) before data assimilation, and (b) after data assimilation. The colored circles represent the AirNow stations and their
measured values. Data assimilation uses only AirNow ozone data and adjusts for the initial concentrations of all chemical species.

Fig. 10. Scatter– and quantile–quantile plots of model predictions vs. observations (a) for the original model predictions before data
assimilation, and (b) after data assimilation. The R2 measure of model-observations agreement improves considerably.
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matrix P k�1
a . The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) allows for nonlinear models and observations by assuming

the error propagation is linear (through the tangent linear model) and by linearizing the observation opera-
tors, yk

obs ¼ H kyk þ ek
obs. However, the (extended) Kalman Filter is impractical for large systems due to the high

cost of propagating covariance matrices. A practical approach is provided by the ensemble Kalman Filter
(EnKF) [52,16] which estimates covariances through sampling the state space. Consider an ensemble of N

states fyk�1
a ½i�g16i6N at tk�1. Each of the ensemble states is evolved in time using the model equation to obtain

a forecast ensemble at tk,

yk
f ½i� ¼ Mðp; yk�1

a ½i�Þ; 1 6 i 6 N ð21Þ

The mean and the covariance of the forecast PDF are approximated by the ensemble statistics

hyk
f i ¼

1

N

XN

i¼1

yk
f ½i�; ðP k

f Þi;j ¼
1

N � 1

XN

i¼1

ðyk
f ½i� � hyk

f iÞðyk
f ½i� � hyk

f iÞ
T ð22Þ

An ensemble of observation vectors fyk
obs½i�g16i6N is constructed by adding to the most recent observation vec-

tor yk
obs perturbations drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and covariance Ok. Each member of

the ensemble is assimilated using the EKF to obtain the ensemble of analyzed states fyk
a½i�g16i6N

yk
a½i� ¼ yk

f ½i� þ P k
f H T

k ðOk þ H kP k
f HT

k Þ
�1ðyk

obs½i� � H kyk
f ½i�Þ ð23Þ

Fig. 11. (a) O3 at station S1 (DFW area); (b) O3 at station S3 (DFW area); (c) O3 at station S4 (Houston area); (d) O3 at station S7 (Austin
area). Time series of ozone concentrations on July 16, 2004. The concentrations are plotted against EDT time. Shown are the measured
concentrations, and model predictions before and after data assimilation.
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The ensemble mean and covariance describe the PDF of the assimilated field. The cost of updating the covari-
ance matrix is that of N model evaluations. The ensemble implicitly describes a density function that can be
non-Gaussian. Experience gained in numerical weather prediction indicates that relatively small ensembles
(50–100 members) are sufficient to accurately capture this density function [67]. Extensions of this approach
proposed in the literature include the Ensemble Kalman Smoother [54], the 4D-EnKF method [69], the
Ensemble Transform Kalman Filter [11], the hybrid approach [62] and ensemble nonlinear filters [5,4,105].

The application of EnKF presents several challenges: (1) the rank of estimated covariance matrix is (much)
smaller than its dimension [68]; (2) the random errors in the statistically estimated covariance decrease only by
the square-root of the ensemble size; (3) the subspace spanned by random vectors for explaining forecast error
is not optimal [65]; and (4) the estimation and correct treatment of model errors is possible but difficult
[41,117,66,62,7]. In addition, a careful implementation is required for efficiency [68].

In spite of these challenges, EnKF has many attractive features including: (1) it is able to propagate the
PDFs through highly nonlinear systems; (2) it does not require additional modeling efforts such as the con-
struction of tangent linear model and its adjoint; and (3) the method is highly parallelizable.

5.3.2. Results with ensemble-based chemical data assimilation

The performance of EnKF applied to chemical data assimilation has recently been reported [112,32,33]. To
illustrate we show results for a simulation of air pollution in North-Eastern United States in July 2004 as shown
in Fig. 12 (the dash-dotted line delimits the computational domain). The initial concentrations, meteorological
fields, boundary values, and emission rates are all prescribed (after being computed off-line) and correspond to
the ICARTT (International Consortium for Atmospheric Research on transport and Transformation) [118]

Fig. 12. The location of AirNow stations and the time evolution of ozone at three selected stations.
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campaign in summer 2004. The observations used for data assimilation are ground-level ozone (O3) measure-
ments taken by the 340 EPA AirNow stations shown in Fig. 12. These observations are available hourly in the
assimilation window (0–23 EDT, July 20 2004). After assimilation the model is allowed to evolve in forecast
mode for another 24 h. Results for the EnKF as well as for 4D-Var were obtained and compared. Details of
the calculations are presented below.

Analysis setting: The ‘‘perturbed observations’’ implementation [53] of the filter is employed. EnKF adjusts
the concentration fields of 66 ‘‘control’’ chemical species in each grid point of the domain every hour in the
assimilation window. The ensemble size was chosen to be 50 members to provide a good balance between
accuracy and computational efficiency. For the 4D-Var application the concentrations of the 66 control
chemical species at the beginning of the assimilation window were adjusted.
The initial ensemble: The initial ensemble was sampled following the methods of [60,61]. An autoregressive
model of background errors [85,31] was used, which accounted for spatial correlations, distance decay, and
chemical lifetime.
Covariance inflation: The ‘‘textbook application’’ of EnKF [53] to this particular scenario lead to filter
divergence and a decreasing ability toward the end of the assimilation window. In [32,33] several ways
to ‘‘inflate’’ the ensemble covariance in order to prevent filter divergence were investigated. These included:
additive inflation [34] (addition of uncorrelated noise to model results), multiplicative inflation [4] (each
member’s deviation from the ensemble mean is multiplied by a constant), and model-specific inflation
(obtained through perturbing key model parameters like the wind field velocities, boundary conditions,
and emissions). The results [32,33] found that model-specific inflation best preserves the correlations
between various chemical species.
Covariance localization: To alleviate the spurious long-distance correlations (inherent with small size ensem-
bles) each entry in the covariance matrix was multiplied by a Gaussian function with a horizontal de-cor-
relation distance of 270 km and a variable vertical de-correlation distance. The de-correlation distances
were obtained experimentally by the NMC method [25].

Illustrative results are presented in Fig. 12. The performance of each data assimilation experiment is mea-
sured by the R2 correlation factor. The correlation between the observations and the model solution in the
assimilation window is R2 = 0.24 for the non-assimilated solution, R2 = 0.52 for 4D-Var (results not shown),
and R2 � 0.8–0.9 for EnKF (with various forms of covariance inflation and localization). The overall behavior
of the filter is also shown in Fig. 13, where the distribution of ground level ozone during the afternoon peak as
predicted by the model before (Fig. 13(a)) and after assimilation (Fig. 13(b)) are plotted. The assimilated field
more closely matches the observations (especially near the west inflow boundary) and displays finer scale
structures. The time evolution of ozone concentrations at selected ground stations (Fig. 12) shows how the

Fig. 13. Ground-level ozone at 14:00 EDT on July 20, 2004 as predicted by the model (a) without data assimilation, and (b) with data
assimilation. The data is provided by the AirNow network (shown as circles colored by the measured ozone level).
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assimilated ozone series follow the observations much closer than the non-assimilated ones in the analysis
window.

The impact of data assimilation on the forecast skill is also shown. The period from 24 to 48 h represents
the forecast. As shown the effect of assimilation of surface ozone on forecast improvements is mixed. At sta-
tion A the effects are significant, while at the other sites the effects are slight. This is due in part to the fact that
only ground level observations are assimilated and the vertical profiles are not constrained at all. This is also
due to the fact that near surface ozone levels are strongly dependent on chemical production/destruction pro-
cesses involving a variety of precursor species, as shown in Fig. 2 and by the sensitivity results in Fig. 17. It
should be noted that the current data assimilation only adjusts the concentration fields. If the emission inven-
tories of ozone precursors are adjusted as well, a larger impact of data assimilation on the forecast skill is
expected.

6. Further improvements in forecasting

6.1. Incorporating emissions into the analysis

One of the main differences between weather and chemical-weather forecasting is the strong local forcing
due to emissions, typically the largest source of uncertainty in the predictions. Thus an increase in air quality
prediction skill requires better estimates of emissions. This is challenging due to the complexity and uncertain-
ties associated with the bottom-up emission estimates (i.e. inventories built on activity information, e.g. emis-
sion factors, fuel use and type, control technologies, and their regional variation), the transient nature of some
emissions (fires and dust storms), and their ever changing nature (e.g. trends due to policy and/or technology
changes) [119]. Improvements in emissions will also come from the closer integration of observations and
models.

Observations can provide a top-down constraint on emissions as illustrated in Fig. 14. In this approach
(also referred to as inverse modeling of emissions) [102,6,100,59], the emissions are adjusted to best match
the model predictions with the observations, within error estimates. The same data assimilation techniques
discussed above can encompass emission estimates. To illustrate the use of 4D-Var to invert for emissions,
scaling factors applied to the background (a priori values) of ground level emissions can be introduced

Esðxi; yj; tÞ ¼ ai;j;sEB
s ðxi; yj; tÞ ð24Þ

In the simplest case the scaling factors can be held constant throughout the entire simulation interval; i.e. the
time-dependent emission profile of species s at location (xi,yj) is scaled by the constant factor ai,j,s; the scaled
emissions have the same temporal evolution profile, but have a different magnitude than the original emission
profile. The base case is characterized by constant scaling factors ai,j,s = 1. The data assimilation process will
update the scaling factors in order to minimize the model-observations mismatch. The minimization problem
to be solved is

min WðaÞ ¼ 1

2
ða� 1ÞTP�1ða� 1Þ þ c

2
kDða� 1Þk2 þ 1

2

XN

k¼0

ðH kyk � yk
obsÞ

TO�1ðH kyk � yk
obsÞ

subject to amin 6 a 6 amax

ð25Þ

Fig. 14. A-basic methodology of top-down estimates of emissions.
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The first term is the ‘‘background term’’ in 4D-Var and penalizes the departure of the scaling factors from the
‘‘best guess’’ value of 1. The second term is a regularization term. The Laplacian of the scaling factor (D =
o2/ox2 + o2/oy2) is large if the scaling factor changes appreciably from one location to another. The introduc-
tion of the regularization term in the cost functional favors a smooth spatial profile of the correction factors,
by penalizing jumps in the profile value. The strength of the penalty is given by the (adjustable) constant c. The
last term in the cost function measures the mismatch between model predictions and observations. The cor-
rection factors are restricted to an interval [amin,amax] which is predetermined to contain ‘‘reasonable’’ correc-
tion values. Examples of 4D-Var applied to the inverse modeling of mercury emissions are shown in Fig. 15,
where Hg measurements on-board the C-130 aircraft during the ACE-Asia (April 2001) experiment were used
to find the optimal emission scaling factors [103].

Another direction that is promising is to incorporate emissions as control variables, along with initial con-
ditions and with boundary conditions, in the assimilation cycle. Unlike the traditional inverse modeling
approach where the emissions are adjusted and then used in subsequent model runs, in this manner the emis-
sions are adjusted each assimilation cycle. The importance of including the emission estimates as a control
variable in order to improve prediction skill in air quality has been reported by Elbern et al. [49], where they
show a marked improvement in air quality forecast skill when emissions and initial conditions are simulta-
neously treated as controls.

6.2. The role of chemical observations

As discussed throughout this paper, improved predictions require a closer integration of measurements
with models. The weather forecast system is supported by a comprehensive observing system designed to
improve forecasting skill. No such system exists to support air quality forecasts. The chemical observations
presently available were designed largely to monitor environmental compliance and not to enhance predictive
skill. However that opens the question as to what chemical data is needed to improve the predictions? The
chemical data assimilation techniques can be used to help address this issue.

6.2.1. What observations are needed?
Due to the tight coupling in the chemical processes in the environment, information on multiple species is

required to constrain the system. This can be illustrated using adjoint sensitivity results previously discussed in
Section 4 [26]. Fig. 16 shows the impacts on the prediction of ozone and PAN (peroxyacetlynitrate formed by
the reaction of NO2 with RO2 radicals arising from hydrocarbon oxidation) of assimilating various combina-
tions of species (including ozone, PAN, and various nitrogen species involved in the photochemical oxidant
cycle, see Fig. 2). The results clearly depend on what observations are assimilated (and which control variables
are used). Guidance into what observed quantities and which controls to use can be provided through the

Fig. 15. Optimal mercury emission scaling factors obtained using the 4D-Var approach and the mercury measurements on board the
C-130 during the Ace-Asia experiment. Results are for a month-long assimilation window (April 2001).
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adjoint sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity of ozone to initial conditions in this region as a function of height is
shown in Fig. 17. Ozone is shown to be dependent not only on its own initial condition, but also on those
precursor species for which the photochemical oxidant cycle leads to ozone production/destruction (for which
there are many). The sensitivities also are shown to vary significantly with height. These results illustrate the
challenge in designing observing systems to aid for air quality prediction, but clearly indicate the need to
include observations of multiple species and information at and above the surface. Most recently Chai
et al. [25] have demonstrated this fact by systematically assimilating a variety of ozone measurements during

Fig. 16. Comparison of model predictions between three assimilation tests. The measurements that were assimilated: case 1, NOy; case 2,
O3, NO, NO2, HNO3, PAN, and RNO3; case 3, NOy, NO, NO2, HNO3, PAN, and RNO3. All measurements are from the P3-B.
Observation uncertainties assigned for O3, NO, NO2, NOy, HNO3, PAN, and RNO3 are 8%, 20%, 20%, 18%, 100%, 100%, and 100%,
respectively.

Fig. 17. Sensitivity of ozone predictions to initial conditions.
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the recent ICARTT experiment. They evaluate ozone measurements including surface observations, in situ on-
board aircraft, airborne ozone lidars, and ozonesondes. Illustrative results are shown in Fig. 18, where the
combined effect of surface and upper air data are able to provide a much better representation of the ozone
distributions. More formal techniques to design observing systems are needed and are being developed. Exam-
ples are discussed below.

6.2.2. Optimal placement of observations

The discussion to this point has looked at how CTMs can use observations to improve predictions. But
another important informational loop (see Fig. 1) is the one from the model to the observations: i.e. the model
can be used to configure the observational network such that, after a data assimilation cycle, the new obser-
vations lead to a significant reduction in the forecast uncertainty (or the uncertainty of specific aspects of the
forecast). This is called the targeted observations technique. Different techniques for the placement of obser-
vations in the context of numerical weather prediction models are discussed in [14,90,77,57,88,83,10]. Studies
performed during field experiments revealed the potential benefits that may be achieved using adaptive obser-
vations as well as various practical issues and shortcomings of the current targeting methodologies. The design
of adaptive strategies must account for various factors such as: the forecast model details, the magnitude of
the uncertainty in the initial conditions [88], the uncertainty growth [107], the data assimilation scheme used to
provide the initial conditions [9], the configuration of the existing observational network [98], the number of
additional observational resources to be allocated.

The adjoint sensitivities discussed earlier can be used to help target observations. In the adjoint sensitivity
approach targeted observations are identified using the gradient of a verification functional Jv(y) defined in
terms of the forecast at a future verification time tv over a spatial domain of interest Dv [78]. The forecast
Jv(y) at tv is viewed as a function of the model state at the targeting instant ti < tv and the gradient fields
ryi J v are used to identify areas where errors in the model state at ti have the most significant impact on
the forecast at tv. Targeted observations at ti are placed at spatial locations where an appropriate gradient
norm kryi J vk takes maximal values. Ideally, one would like to evaluate the sensitivity of the forecast error
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Fig. 18. Domain-averaged vertical profiles (with standard deviation) of the ozone observations (black) and the corresponding predictions
before (red) and after assimilation (blue). Case a: AirNow surface measurements; Case b: DC-8 aircraft measurement; Case c: all available
measurements. (For interpretation of the references in colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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with respect to the model state at the targeting time. This may be achieved in a posteriori analysis and data
assimilation experiments that are used to provide valuable insight on the benefits and shortcomings of various
targeted observations strategies. Langland and Baker use forecasts of different lengths that verify at the same
time to define Jv and to assess the observation impact on the forecast error [77].

For a priori experimental planning the forecast error at tv is not known when selecting targets (planning
stage), nor are the values of future observational data to be assimilated. Only the location of the future obser-
vations provided by the routine observational network (e.g. satellite data) can be specified. In this case the
functional Jv must be based on the forecast alone Jv = Jv(y

v).
The design of adaptive observations methodology within the 4D-Var chemical data assimilation framework

was discussed in [37,40]. In their work influence functions were used to identify the domain of influence asso-
ciated with observations distributed in time and space and to account for data interactions within the targeted
observations procedure. Data void sensitive regions at targeting instant ti are identified using a periodic update
of the adjoint sensitivity field kryi J vk that takes into consideration all observations already located. In this
way additional observational resources are deployed at locations where the sensitivity kryi J vk is large and lit-
tle additional information may be obtained from previously located observations. Using this procedure the
redundancy between time distributed targeted and conventional observations is minimized.

In [84] an approach based on singular vectors to identify the most sensitive regions and to optimally con-
figure the chemical observational network was proposed. In this approach a vector is defined whose compo-
nents measure the perturbation energy impact on the verification area at the verification time

T ¼
X
kP1

r2
k

r2
max

s2
k ð26Þ

This vector is based on the dominant singular vectors sk and the corresponding singular values rk (scaled by
the maximum singular value). In practice the summation is only performed for the first few dominant singular
vectors. The chemical observations are placed in the locations where the T has maximal values.

An example is given in Fig. 19. The East Asia simulation corresponds to conditions present on March 2–4,
2001. We seek to optimally place observations in order to minimize the uncertainty in the prediction of ground
level ozone above Korea (shown in grey) at 0 GMT, March 4, 2001. The optimal location of observations as
given by the criterion (26) is different for different chemical species. Also, the optimal locations change with
time; Fig. 19 shows the locations for 6–48 h before the verification time.

Fig. 19. Optimal location of O3, NO2, and HCHO observations to improve predictions of ground level Korean ozone (grey area).
Locations of observations are shown at 6, 12, 18, 24, and 48 h before the verification time. Note that different chemical species have to be
measured at different locations according to the proposed criterion.
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Despite recent advances in the theoretical formulation and implementation of targeting methods, the prob-
lem of the optimal adaptive sampling is a young, dynamically evolving discipline, and many open questions
remain to be addressed. In particular, the interaction between the sampling strategy and other observing sys-
tems in the vicinity, as well as the influence of the background error, have not been properly investigated.
These techniques can also be used to help guide the development of future observational strategies including
satellite sensor development.

7. Computational aspects

Improvements in air quality prediction have also (and will continue to) come from improved numerical
tools. The requirements to use CTMs for urban to global scale applications, to couple chemistry with weather
and climate, and to incorporate data assimilation place even more demands for computational efficiency and
accuracy. Here we illustrate a few of the computational aspects of air quality prediction. Further details can be
found in [27,128], and references therein.

7.1. Stiff chemical equations

The atmospheric chemical processes are tightly coupled and non-linear, and present computational chal-
lenges for both forward simulations and for chemical data assimilation. The chemical kinetic processes that
take place at each spatial location in the atmosphere are described by a nonlinear system of very stiff ordinary
differential equations. To ease model modifications of chemical mechanisms and numerical methods, and to
facilitate benchmarking studies, software tools have been developed. One example widely used in air quality
modeling is the kinetic preprocessor KPP [42,113,116]. Taking a set of chemical reactions and their rate coef-
ficients as input, KPP automatically generates Fortran90, Fortran77, Matlab, or C code for the temporal inte-
gration of the kinetic system. Efficiency is obtained by carefully exploiting the sparsity structures of the
Jacobian and of the Hessian. A comprehensive suite of stiff numerical integrators is provided, including meth-
ods of Runge Kutta, Rosenbrock, and linear multi-step type. Moreover, KPP can be used to generate the tan-
gent linear model, as well as the continuous and discrete adjoint models of the chemical system.

7.2. Discrete adjoints of numerical advection schemes

As in weather prediction problems, numerical techniques for the convection-diffusion processes play an
important role, and the application of inverse techniques places additional demands on the properties of
the methods. Studies in [3,122,123] have shown that the construction of discrete adjoints for hyperbolic PDEs
(like the advection equation) poses specific challenges. The solution of inverse problems with the convection-
diffusion operator was analyzed in detail in [86], where some of the difficulties associated with the behavior of
discrete adjoints for numerical advection schemes were discussed. They found that the discrete adjoint of a
numerical advection scheme can become pointwise inconsistent with the adjoint advection PDE near the grid
points where the forward scheme changes its computational pattern. Such changes in the computational pat-
tern are due to changes in upwind direction, and numerical treatment of boundary conditions (i.e. the change
from a high order, large stencil scheme inside the domain to a low order, short stencil scheme near inflow
boundaries). This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 20(a), where the discrete adjoint (blue)1 shows distinct spikes
near the boundaries and near the central point where the upwind direction changes. These spikes are not pres-
ent in the solution of the adjoint PDE (red). Moreover, popular nonlinear advection schemes use flux or slope
limiters to prevent spurious wiggles in the forward solution. When these limiters are active a pseudo-source is
introduced in the discrete adjoint equation. This is illustrated in Fig. 20(b), where spikes due to pseudo-sources
are formed in the discrete adjoint (blue) near the areas where the forward solution (green) has sharp gradients
and the limiter is active (black). Again these spikes are not present in the solution of the adjoint advection
PDE (red). Future work is needed to analyze the weak convergence of discrete adjoints to the solution of

1 For interpretation of color in Fig. 20, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.
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adjoint PDEs in the hyperbolic case, and to fully understand the impact of nonlinearity in advection numerical
schemes on the construction of adjoints.

7.3. High performance computing

Since CTMs are very computationally intensive, an essential ingredient in improving air quality predictions
is harnessing the power of parallel computers. This is particularly important in the data assimilation context,
where 4D-Var applications typically increase the simulation times by factors of 50–80 over that for the for-
ward model. An example of a tool developed to facilitate air quality simulation on parallel computers is
the PAQMSG communication library [97]. In [21] a parallel two-level checkpointing scheme for the implemen-
tation of the adjoint model which is well suited for clusters was developed using PAQMSG. During the for-
ward run each processor stores the local part of the forward solution vector on the local hard drive (as shown
in Fig 21); this part of the solution is read in by the same processor during the backward in time adjoint model
run. This localization of data avoids synchronous bursts of network traffic that would appear during check-
point reading and writing, and would degrade the performance of the adjoint code.

Advances in high speed computing are also allowing the prediction of global weather forecasts at resolu-
tions sufficient to drive directly air quality predictions (tens of meters). These advances are stimulating at
the large operational centers the coupling of air quality predictions with the global meteorological forecasts.
However the computational resources allocated to the chemical weather component remain restricted, raising
many interesting challenges in regards to simplifications and reductions in the CTMs to fit the air quality pre-
diction elements within the available resources.

7.4. Adaptive mesh refinement

Inadequate grid resolution can be an important source of errors in air pollution modeling where large spa-
tial gradients of tracer concentrations result from the complex interactions between emissions, meteorological
conditions, and nonlinear atmospheric chemistry. A popular multi-resolution approach in air pollution and
meteorological modeling is static nesting of finer grids into coarser grids. This approach requires a priori
knowledge of where to place the high resolution grids inside the modeling domain; but it does not adjust
to dynamic changes in the solution during simulation. In [30] the dynamic adaptive mesh refinement
(AMR) approach for modeling regional air pollution was explored. The grid adapts dynamically during the
simulation, with the purpose of controlling the numerical spatial discretization error. Unlike uniform refine-

Fig. 20. (a) The discrete adjoint of a third-order, upwind finite difference scheme is point-wise inconsistent with the continuous adjoint
PDE near the points where the upwind direction changes (near x = 1), and near the inflow boundaries where the numerical scheme is
changed. (b) The discrete adjoints of van Leer slope limited scheme are point-wise inconsistent with the continuous adjoint PDE near the
points where the limiter is active.
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ment, adaptive refinement is more economical. Unlike static grid nesting, with AMR it is not necessary to
specify in advance which areas need higher resolution; what is required is to define a refinement criterion,
which is then used by the code to automatically adjust the grid. An example is shown in Fig. 22. Different error
measures to guide the grid refinement have been discussed in [30]. The main conclusion is that an efficient
approach to control the numerical errors in ozone predictions is to control the errors in its chemical precursors
(NOx, VOCs) and to control the errors upwind of the region of interest. The solution of inverse problems with
AMR forward models has not yet been attempted, to our best knowledge.

7.5. Aerosols

While air quality forecasting efforts for ozone have been underway for several years, forecast models for
fine particulates (fPM) are more recent and still in an early stage of development. However the need for air
quality predictions for particles is high, due to the central role that they play in adverse health, visibility
and climate change. The challenges in forecasting particles are similar to those already discussed, but with lar-
ger uncertainties in terms of emission estimates, and with additional complexity (e.g. the need to predict both
particle composition and size).

To help place the major sources of uncertainty in air quality prediction of aerosols into perspective, a sum-
mary of the factor uncertainties of the various processes effecting the prediction of column amounts (a quantity

Fig. 21. The distributed checkpointing scheme avoids synchronous bursts of network traffic, and ensures a high parallel efficiency.

Fig. 22. The grid structure after AMR adaptation for a pollution simulation in east Asia on March 1, 2001. The horizontal grid resolution
ranges between 80 · 80 km and 10 · 10 km. The grid is automatically refined in areas of higher emissions. (a) The errors in NO2 for the
coarse grid simulation. (b) The NO2 errors on the adaptive grid.
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of importance to the prediction of the effect of aerosols on climate) of selected aerosol species are presented in
Table 1 (the uncertainties associated with predicting the aerosol composition and size at a specific time and
location are higher than those for the column quantities when integrated in time and space) [8]. These estimates
are based on model inter-comparisons, sensitivity studies, and expert opinion. These results allow for a qual-
itative comparison of the sources of uncertainty in the analysis chain. While the relative sources of uncertainty
vary from species to species, in general the uncertainties are ranked as follows: emissions > wet removal >
chemical formation > vertical transport.

Recently real-time forecasts from four research centers were evaluated over eastern North America during
the ICARTT/NEAQS-2004 field experiment [93]. Surprisingly, the 8-h average fPM mass statistics of the pre-
dictions were very similar to those for forecasted ozone. However, the models showed little skill in predicting
the individual aerosol composition (e.g. sulfate or organics); yet prediction of aerosol composition is important
in assessing the impact of aerosol in health and climate. Improved numerical methods and closer integration of
models and measurements for aerosol applications are needed and some recent efforts are discussed below.

The populations of particles (aerosols) composed of multiple chemical components are described by the
mass density of each component qi(m, t), 1 6 i 6 n. The total mass of chemical constituent i per unit volume
of air, contained in aerosols having particle mass between m and m + dm, is qi(m, t)dm (lg/cm3). The mass
density of each constituent is changing in time due to coagulation, growth, emission, deposition, convection,
diffusion, and chemical and thermodynamic transformations. At each given spatial location the aerosol evo-
lution of particle densities is governed by the following integral partial differential equation called the general
dynamic equation (27) [95]

oqi

ot
¼
Z m

0

bðm0;m� m0Þqiðm0; tÞ
qðm� m0; tÞ

m� m0
dm0 � qi

Z 1

0

bðm;m0Þ qðm
0; tÞ

m0
dm0

þ H iq�
o

om
ðmHqiÞ þ miS � Lqi

qiðm; t ¼ t0Þ ¼ q0
i ðmÞ

qiðm ¼ 0; tÞ ¼ 0; qiðm ¼ 1; tÞ ¼ 0; 1 6 i 6 n

ð27Þ

Here b is the coagulation kernel, Hi the normalized growth rate of species i, S the emission rate (number of
particles of mass m per unit time) and L is the first-order rate of removal of particles of mass m. The total
particle mass density and the total growth rate are q ¼

Pn
i¼1qi and H ¼

Pn
i¼1H i respectively. The numerical

integration of this equation remains a challenge, and several current approaches are discussed in [109,111,110].
Algorithms needed for data assimilation with aerosol models are being developed [64,115]. The continuous

adjoint equation associated with the general dynamic equation (27) is also an integral partial differential
equation

oki

ot
¼ �

Z 1

0

bðm;m0Þðm0Þ�1½kiðmþ m0; tÞ � kiðm; tÞ�qðm0; tÞdm0 þ Lki

�
Z 1

0

bðm0;mÞm�1
Xn

j¼1

½kjðmþ m0; tÞ � kjðm; tÞ�qjðm0; tÞdm0

�
Xn

j¼1

Hjkj � mHðkiÞm � /i; t0
6 t 6 tF; kiðm; tFÞ ¼ 0; kiðm ¼ 0; tÞ ¼ 0 ð28Þ

Table 1
Summary of estimated factor uncertainties in column amounts based on model inter-comparisons, sensitivity studies, and expert opinion

Emissions Wet removal Vertical transport Chemical formation Total uncertainty

SO4* 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.3 1.8
BC 3 2 1.5 – 3.9
OC 3.5 2 1.5 3 6.4
Dust 5 2 1.5 – 6.0
Sea Salt 5 1.3 1.5 – 5.4

SO4*: non-sea-salt sulfate.
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where the forcing term /i depends on the particular cost function. As an example consider data assimilation
with a monomer particle model. Both the initial density and the model parameters (coagulation kernel b and
growth rate H) are uncertain. In a twin experiment framework a reference model run (starting from a reference
initial distribution and with the reference values of b and H) is used to generate artificial observations (one
observation of the evolved density per hour for 48 h of evolution). Then the initial distribution and the model
parameters are perturbed, and data assimilation is used to recover the reference values. This is illustrated in
Fig. 23. Adjoint approaches for the assimilation of aerosol observations are now emerging in CTMs [63].

8. The road forward

The importance of air quality prediction in the management of our environment continues to grow. The
recent developments in atmospheric chemical observations and modeling are also leading to more effective link-
ages of air pollution issues on different scales from urban to global. It is now recognized that in urban air pol-
lution studies it is important to also consider regional and global contributions, and in global air pollution, the
effects of mega-cities and hemispheric transport. In addition, the emergence of chemical weather forecasting as
an important activity places greater need on linking pollution detection and prediction capabilities. The close
integration of observational data is recognized as essential in weather/climate analysis and forecast activities,
and this is accomplished by a mature experience/infrastructure in meteorological data assimilation. Borrowing
lessons learned from the evolution of numerical weather prediction (NWP) models, improving air quality pre-
dictions through the assimilation of chemical data holds significant promise. As more atmospheric chemical
observations become available chemical data assimilation is expected to play an essential role in air quality fore-
casting, similar to the role it has in NWPs (and may also benefit weather forecasting as well).

Advances in our predictive capabilities will require a better matching of the observational capabilities with
chemical weather forecast needs. This will require closer interactions between the observing and the modeling
communities. One important activity will be the use of chemical data assimilation systems to help design the
observing systems needed to produce better forecasts. We need to rigorously quantify the value-added to a
forecast by: adding observations of additional species; extending surface coverage; adding observations above
the surface; and adding and enhancing observations from satellites.

Advances will also require a growth in activities related to chemical data assimilation techniques and algo-
rithms. While there is much to build upon from the assimilation expertise and experiences in weather predic-
tion, there are significant differences and challenges related to chemical weather. As we have illustrated in this
paper 4D-Var and EnKF are powerful techniques, and there are exciting possibilities in combining their
strengths in hybrid data assimilation methods. However, there is relatively little experience in applying modern
data assimilation techniques to real atmospheric chemistry problems, and much work needs to be done before
their true impact on air quality prediction is felt.

Fig. 23. (a) The reference, perturbed, and recovered initial aerosol densities. The profile recovered through data assimilation (red circles)
overlaps the reference profile (blue). (b) The evolution of the recovered model parameter values with the number of optimization iterations
during data assimilation. The perturbed values start far from the reference ones (represented by the horizontal line), and they are recovered
in about 40 iterations. (For interpretation of the references in colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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Furthermore, feedbacks between the meteorological and air quality components – which have mostly been
studied as separate systems – are also critical to improving AQ forecasts. Many challenging and important
questions remain to be addressed, including: What is the relationship between mixing depth heights and near
surface concentrations? What is the role of ambient aerosols in influencing the surface energy budgets and in
altering the moisture fields via cloud interactions? How do these feedbacks impact weather and AQ forecasts?
And to what extent will the assimilation of chemical data lead to improvements in weather forecasting? Sen-
sitivity analysis studies are needed to quantify these feedbacks, which in turn can help prioritize future
research efforts. Addressing these issues will require a closer integration of meteorological and air quality mod-
els, and ultimately the evolution to tightly coupled combined meteorological and air quality forecasting and
data assimilation systems. These aspects are being explored in projects such as the European Union Global
and regional Earth-system (Atmosphere) Monitoring using Satellite and in situ data (GEMS) [1] project.
The integration of enhanced observing systems with modeling tools for use in air quality and climate change
is a priority area within the Global Earth Observing System of Systems (GEOSS) [75] and the Integrated Glo-
bal Atmospheric Chemistry Observations (IGACO) [2] frameworks. IGACO is a focused strategy for bringing
together ground-based, aircraft and satellite observations using atmospheric forecast models that assimilate
not only meteorological observations but also chemical constituents.

Finally, the requirements to use CTMs for urban to global scale applications, to couple chemistry with
weather and climate, and to incorporate data assimilation, place even more demands for computational effi-
ciency and accuracy. The growing importance of chemical weather forecasting to society should help stimulate
significant advances in the field over the next decade.
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